As life goes through your home, you need the right doors to be part of it. Our interior panel and bifold doors are created with the same level of care and craftsmanship that goes into every other Simpson door. The inside of your home has to feel just right, and we'll help you create that special atmosphere.

VIEW ALL **INTERIOR PANEL & BIFOLD DOORS**

simpsondoor.com/interiorpanel
RAISED PANEL DOORS

82 RP
Shown in knotty alder

465 RP

44 RP

66 RP
Shown in oak

46 RP

55 RP

43 RP BIFOLD*

63 RP BIFOLD*

54 RP BIFOLD*

DOOR PROFILE

RAISED PANEL DOORS

3/4" RAISED PANEL

RAIL

STICKING

*AVAILABLE IN TWO AND FOUR DOOR UNITS

Matching 20-minute fire-rated doors are available for all designs to complete your house package. Visit simpsondoor.com/fire-rated for more information.

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION

.TEST DRIVE A DOOR   GLASS TASTE TEST   WOOD SELECTOR
Shown in knotty alder with v-groove panel and 20 with arch top and v-groove panel
FLAT PANEL DOORS

- 20 FP
  Shown in sapele mahogany

- 82 FP
  Shown in sapele mahogany

- 160 FP
  Shown in Douglas fir

- 30 FP

- 55 FP
FLAT PANEL DOORS

65 FP
162 FP
1120 FP CHALKBOARD
1182 FP CHALKBOARD

DOOR PROFILE
FLAT PANEL DOORS

RAIL
STICKING
3/8" FLAT PANEL

*AVAILABLE IN TWO AND FOUR DOOR UNITS

Matching 20-minute fire-rated doors are available for all designs to complete your house package. Visit simpsondoor.com/fire-rated for more information.

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION

© Donna DuFresne Design
BARN DOORS

49801 Shown in cherry
49802 Shown in red oak
49803
49812 with stop red factory-finish
49812 Shown in knotty alder weathered with gray factory-finish
49815 Shown in knotty alder

49813 Shown in walnut
49965 Combines reclaimed fir and pine
49966 Combines reclaimed fir and pine
49822
49823
49824

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION

# TEST DRIVE A DOOR  # GLASS TASTE TEST  # WOOD SELECTOR